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Welcome Back! 
After 15 months of lockdowns, restrictions and isolation for so many it’s wonderful 
to see the Café back to something like its old self.  From a tentative and limited re-
opening in late May under strict Covid regulations we’re now hearing the happy 

hubbub of conversation in both 
Mondays’ and Fridays’ Cafés.  So good 
to see so many familiar faces steadily 
returning as well as being able to 
welcome new members. 
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A Big Thank You to our Organisers and our Volunteers 
Thrown in at the deep end so soon after joining the Group as our new joint organisers, 
Sarah and Deborah had to quickly adapt to the new world we were living in as the 
pandemic struck by finding new ways to keep in touch with our members.  They 
quickly organised phone call rotas to support our members and introduced the 

‘Keeping in Touch’ fortnightly newsletter to entertain and inform 
the Group – both of these initiatives took a tremendous amount 
of time and energy to manage.  This was followed up with the very 
personal touch of organising and delivering 
gifts to the homes of our members at 
Christmas 2020 and daffodils at Easter 2021.  
By these means and with the immeasurable 
support of our wonderful volunteers the 
Group has been kept alive during this most 

difficult period.  In April a further initiative was organised with the 
‘Step into Spring’ fund-raising project – with members, carers and 
volunteers taking on the challenge of extending their activities 
during the month ranging from daily walks, cycling, hula-hooping, 

open water swimming, skipping, seated 
exercises and centenarian May playing the piano supported by 
Sally’s piano playing 9-year-old granddaughter Charlotte in 
Australia.  It was inspiring to see how many ways were chosen to 
support the Group and which together raised an amazing sum of 
£6,568 to help us through 
this challenging time.  
Mention must also be 
made of the Zoom online 

video cafés complete with breakout poetry and 
crafts sessions, quizzes, desert island discs and 
musical entertainment all compered by Trevor 
which were most successful providing yet another means by which our Group could 
stay in touch. 

When restrictions were at last relaxed, temporarily in September 2020 and more 
permanently in May 2021, Deborah and Sarah organised the steps necessary to open 
the Cafés safely with appropriate procedures and safety equipment being put in place 
and agreeing the layout of the furniture and circulation routes in the Church for social 
distancing compliance in conjunction with Trevor.  A pre-booking system completed 
the precautions enabling members and volunteers to attend the re-opened cafés in 
safety.  Our organisers’ main focus will now move from keeping in touch remotely to 
encouraging our members’ return to involvement in the cafés and group activities.  

A big thank you to the organisers and all the individual volunteers who have put in so 
much time and effort to enable the Group to maintain its purpose through this 
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unparalleled peace time emergency.  We can only hope that the return to some form 
of normality continues in the future. 

The Trustees 

Some of the things that have been going on recently! 

The Happiness Garden and its Tree 
You’ll be aware that throughout lockdown, but 
always in accordance with COVID guidance, our 
dedicated band of volunteer gardeners, led by 
Tony and Maz, have been keeping the garden in 
good order so now is the time for everyone to 
enjoy the fruits of the team’s labour so do take 
the opportunity to sit out there when the 
weather is kind.  You’ll also notice that the large 
sycamore tree over the garden has had its 

lower limbs removed to 
allow more light in – this 
took a little time to arrange 
because of TPOs and the 
Council’s involvement and 
wasn’t helped by the tree 
surgeons initially carrying 
out the work on the wrong 
tree – Whoops!  But all is 
well now and thanks go to 
Ann’s husband Martin for 
moving this along.  Staying 
outside we are pleased to 
advise that the wheelchair 
lift is now working again 
after deciding to give up 
during lockdown. 
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Information Day 

Linking in with Wymondham’s Car Boot Sale Day on 4th July stalls were set up outside 
the Fairland Church to both inform the local community about what we do and to 
raise some funding with a tombola and sales of cards and pre-loved items.  Very 
impressively Dawn and Ronnie cycled from Norwich to join us and it was good to see 
some more friends of the Group visiting the event. 

 

Wymondham in Bloom 
As previously reported, there was much frantic activity led by the gardening team 
preparing our entry for the front of the Church for this year’s ‘Wymondham in Bloom’ 
competition. Fairy scarecrows and tiny tree trunks with fairy doors joined by an 
impressive display of flowers and plants.  Huge thanks to those who contributed to 
this including Maz’s Ade for the fairy tree trunks and to green fingered Ron Beall who 
donated so many wonderful plants to the Group – thanks to you all! 

How rewarding then that after tallying the judges scores, the Facebook ‘likes’ and the 
paper ballots that the organisers were able to confirm that we were awarded one of 
the top five ‘Outstanding’ awards with the accolade of being the Most Creative! 

The organisers of the competition have been very complimentary about the effort put 
into our display and the contribution it has made towards making the town looking so 
lovely.  The judges’ comments regarding the display were: 
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“It was clear a lot of work had gone into this from many people with lots going 
on to attract the eye.  The plants were very well cared for and there was a good 
mix of annuals and perennials.  The theme of a fairy garden was well executed 
and consistent.  The judges like the window boxes which had both height and 
trailing plants.  It was a little ‘bitty’ in colour and a more consistent choice of 
overall colour with ‘pops’ of difference in strategic places would have made this 
great display look even more unified.” 

 

The Green Dragon will be hosting a gathering on the 21st August from 4.00 to 
6.00pm to celebrate Wymondham in Bloom when the award certificate will available 
for us to collect. 

Volunteer Training 
After so long in lockdown and without any cafés operating it’s become essential to 

refresh the training of our volunteers to ensure everyone’s safety.  Diane, our Home 

Visiting Service organiser, has long experience in relevant training so she has 

embarked on a programme of training all our volunteers in basic first aid, dementia 

awareness and safeguarding adults.  Courses are being held in the Pabulum Lounge 

and an online training option is also available – if anyone who wants to continue as a 

volunteer and who has not booked onto a course but would like to do so we would 

ask that they contact Diane as soon as possible: 07768 242914 or 

hvsorganiser@wdsg.org.uk. 

Ron 

mailto:hvsorganiser@wdsg.org.uk
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Picture Palace 
20th July saw the return of the Picture Palace with the 2005 musical drama ‘Walk the 

Line’ based on the life of Johnny Cash.  There was an excellent turnout for the film 

with the added attraction of ice creams during the interval. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Home Visiting Service 
Diane has been busy developing all the documentation and procedures necessary for 

the sitting service but still needs more volunteers to launch the service as currently 

Diane with her students 
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envisaged.  So if any volunteers feel they might like to become involved please talk 

to  Diane – she can be contacted on: 07768 242914 or hvsorganiser@wdsg.org.uk  

Diane will be sending out an update on progress with the service to all members, 

carers and volunteers in due course. 

Christmas Card Competition 
With Christmas just coming across the horizon and our existing stocks of 

WDSG Christmas Cards now exhausted we thought it would be good to 

ask our members to submit a design for a new card to help us raise some more 

funds for the Group.  So if you are even slightly artistic you might like to give this a 

go.  There is no restriction on the subject of the card, just submit your designs in A4 

format to the Organisers before 31st August and the judges will make a choice – 

There will be an exciting not to be missed prize for the winning entry! 

Physical Activity Referral  

After the extensive Covid lockdowns you may feel that for you or someone you know 

some organised physical activity may be beneficial to your physical and mental 

health.  Wymondham Leisure Centre is now running 12 week courses supervised by 

one of their fully qualified and fun exercise professionals taking into account the 

individual’s medical condition and fitness level.  The scheme aims to help individuals 

take some simple steps to becoming more active in a safe and enjoyable way that 

works around any medical condition.  If you are interested, then it will necessary to 

speak to your GP or health practitioner in the first instance so they can discuss 

suitability for the scheme and make the referral.  More information can be obtained 

from Kelly Parkin at the Leisure Centre – she can be contacted on 01508 535339 or 

by email: kparkin@s-norfolk.gov.uk 

The Future Activities of the Group 
Now that hopefully we can look forward to things returning to something more like 

normal we felt it was the ideal opportunity to ask our members and carers what 

services and activities they would most like the Group to be offering in future.  A 

questionnaire has been prepared which will be available on-line on our website and 

at our cafés and we would ask you to please tick those options you would most like 

to see pursued in the future.  If you have any additional ideas, then please also add 

mailto:hvsorganiser@wdsg.org.uk
mailto:kparkin@s-norfolk.gov.uk
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them to the form.  Thank you for helping us with this.  Completed questionnaires 

should be returned to one of our organisers.  

Pabulum Café Calendar – dates to add to your diary 
All events are held at the Fairland United Reformed Church, Fairland Street, 
Wymondham commencing at 10.00 am unless stated otherwise.  Please see the 

arrangements for joining the cafés below. 

 
9th Aug – Monday-Monday Café 
13th Aug – Friday Pabulum Café 
16th Aug – Monday-Monday Café 
17th Aug – Tuesday Picture Palace - 1.00 

for 1.30 pm start – ‘The Greatest 
Showman’ (2017) Hugh Jackman 
and Michelle Williams 

20th Aug - Friday Pabulum Café 
23rd Aug - Monday-Monday Café 
27th Aug – Friday Pabulum Café 
30th Aug – Summer Bank Holiday – NO 

Café  

3rd Sep - Friday Pabulum Café 
6th Sep - Monday-Monday Café 
10th Sep - Friday Pabulum Café  
13th Sep - Monday-Monday Café 
14th Sep – Tuesday Picture Palace - 1.00 

for 1.30 pm start – ‘UP’ (2009) 
Pixar animated film 

17th Sep - Friday Pabulum Café 
20th Sep – Monday-Monday Café 
24th Sep - Friday Pabulum Café 
27th Sep – Monday-Monday Café 
1st Oct - Friday Pabulum Café

COVID Restrictions:  Until further notice we will require pre-booking for 
members/carers and volunteers attending the Cafés and Picture Palace.  All attendees 
will have their temperature checked on arrival; will be required to wear face masks 
(unless excused for health or other legitimate reasons) until seated and should follow 
any instructions regarding their safety, including social distancing, given by the 
organisers during their visit.   
If you suspect you may be suffering from COVID symptoms or have recently come into 
contact with anyone with COVID or who is self-isolating we would ask that you do not 
attend to ensure the safety of others.  Individuals should satisfy themselves that any 
pre-existing health condition that they have will not preclude them from safely visiting 
the Cafés – similarly it is strongly recommended that all visitors should have received 
both doses of the Covid vaccines in order to protect both themselves and others.     
 

Special Interest Groups - Indoor Sports in the Church Hall and the Carers’ group 
meeting in the Pabulum Lounge will start again on 13th August.  Poetry Group and 
Arts & Crafts and the Singing Café will run again when it is deemed safe to do so.   
Contact Deborah (Mob: 07586 312809) or Sarah (Mob: 07391 659057) during normal 
working hours to book a place at the Café or to obtain further details of special interest 
groups, singing cafés etc. 

 
http://www.wymondham-dementia-support-

group.org.uk/ 
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